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the World.

Nashville, Tennessee, October 29, 1897.

rtOYbments of the Wottld.
J. W.

in all the South and throughout

LIGON, TRENTON, Ky.

A lady in the andience heard a creaking sound, but paid no attention to it,
thinking it was a part of the pro·
gram.
The plastering SOOI1began to
fall in small particles, and later in
larger chunks.
Many retired from
the room.
SUddenl)' a portion of the
ceiling eighty feet long and forty feet
wide came down with a crash.
The
two ends canght on the galeries.
It
broke in 'the center and came down.
Three were killed, and many seriously
injured.
The results
would. have
been more fata) if the ceiling had not
caught on the galleries, letting only
the middle faU to the floor.

Associate Justice, Stephen J. Field,
hu resigned his position in the Supreme Court of the United States.
This eminent jurist has had a long
and honorable career on the bench.
Before his appointment
to the exalted position which he has just resigned,
he was a member of the Supreme
Oourt of the State of California.
He
was appointed to that office Oct. 13,
1857, and held it for five yean, seven months, and five days.
During
the latter part of the time h'3 acted as
The King of Corea is to be known
Ohief Justice.
On March 10, 1863, he
no longer among men as merely a
was commissioned
Ii Justice
of the
King.
On Oct. 15 he proclaimed
Supreme Oourt of the Uuited States.
himself Emperor.
He has heretofore
The commission was issued by Presihad Emperors all around him, and
dent Lincoln. justice Field has served
now he has concluded to be one himon tha Supreme bench 10ngeI tuan
self. Russia, China and Japan have
any of his predecessors, and his eneach wanted to rule over Corea. For
tirfl judicial career covers more than
a long- time China has held to a kind
forty years.
Since he has been a
of sovereignty
of Oorea, and this led
member of the court, three chief justo the recent war between that emtices have pllssed away, and he is the
pire and Japan; and though China
last lIuryivor of President
Lincoln's
was defeated, she never relinquished
appointees.
He is old and full of
her claim.
Now that Corea has bedays, and no If retires to enjoy the recome an empire, she shows to these
pose to which his great service entiother nations that she bas no Inten·
tles him. The Field family is a noted
tion of being absorbed or dismemone. Stephen J. Field was one of
bered by them.
four brothers,
all of whom became
famous.
David D. Field wasn famous
A large conference
of prominent
lawyer.
The crowning glory of the
Baptists met in Nashville recently to
life of Oyrus W. Field was the linking
consider
the Whitsitt
controversy.
of Europe and America together, by
The)' prepared a long address to the
means of the Atlantic cable.
Henry
Southern Baptist people. The address
M. Field is a distinguished clerg) man
is in the interest of harmony, and
and writer; and the life of Stephen
concludes thus: "We have positive
J. Field has been an open book before
knowledie that Dr. Whitsitt believes
the American people for almost br.1f
and teaches ever)' item of Baptist
a century.
It is highly probable that
faith as set forth in the fundamental
Attorney-General
McKenna will be
laws of the Seminary and the Philathe successor of Justice Field on the
delphia Confession 'of Fait1:l." This
Supreme Bench.
He is President
it certainly a sweet morsel!
Just so
McKinley's choich for the place, and
Dr. Whitsett teaches "Baptist Faith,"
that is a strong pull in his favor.
accordi'lg
to the "fundamental
laws
of the Seminary and the Philadelphia
On the night of Oct. 15, Robinson's
Confession of faith," he tills the bill.
Opera House in the Oity of OincinThe Bible, it seems, is not to be connati partially collapsed
during the
sidered'
There is a good reason for
performance
of a play.
The play
this.
He must teach "every item of
that was being enacted was "The.
Baptist faith; 'and
the Philadelphia
Dangers of a Great city."
Before it
Confession of Fainh is the only book
was concluded, the audience realized
that contains "every item of the
some of the dangers of a great city,
Baptist faith."
We ,think Christian
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faith better than Baptist faith; we
think the New Testament better authority than the "fnndamental
lawl
of the Seminary" or the "PhiladelphIa Confession of Faith."
But every one to his taste.

----_.o--

__

For Foreign Missions.
Comparing the receipts for Foreign Mission9 for the week ending
Oct. 21 with the corresponding week
last year, shows the following:
Contributing
1896
1897
Gain.
Churches
4
9
5
Sunday schools
5
2 LoIS 8
Endeavor societies 1
6
5
Individuals
5
7
2
Amount $162.41. $181.78. $19.87.
SenrI rimittances
to F. M. Rainl,
Treas., Box 750, Cincinnati, Ohio.

-

Special Request.
'.rhe Foreign Society desires the
nama of every new Christian church
and Sunday school and Endeavor society organized during the past year.
This information
will help the caule
of Foreign Missions.
When the name
of the church is different from the
post office, please to so state.
Ad.
dress F. M. Rains, Treas., Box 750.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

,_.
A wild, insane negro, aboat sixty
years old, was capt.ured recently in
Alabama.
His hair was matted close1y to his head with crude tarpentine,
making his head look twice its normal
size. The upper pa·t of his body wu
uncovered.
He wore a remarkable
pair of short trousers, consisting ot
seven pairs, placed one inside the
other,
and qnilte4li together
with
leather strings.
They had evidently
ReeD years
of service.
He was
bareheaded
and barefooted.
Since
his capture he has acted lilre a wild
animal.
It is believed that t he man
escaped from bondage before the war,
and has since lived in the swamps not
knOWing that the war had given him
his freedom.
Alas! how many men
there are whom the bondage of sin
drives into the deep swamps of vice
and crime, and they die there in their
despair, neve: realizing that Christ
has redeemed them, and tbat the price
of their full pardon has been paid. It
is a chief part of the Ohristian's privilege to shoat the good tidings of deliverance to those who are in bondage.-Ex.

uBlessed are the poor in spirit, for their's is
kingdom of heaven."
These are words that
would h"ve expected from the lips of one who
wa about to establish a kingdom more durable than
..earth had ever beheld. And yet, when we remember the greatness of the end proposed, we mUflt not'
-be surprised at the novelty of the means to be emloyed. The leader, in every scheme of earthly
ambition, by arousing the passio'1s and flatte~ ing
the pride of the human heart, easily rendered his
followers the willing instruments of accomplishing
his own selfish purposes; and the prospect held out
to them of honor, 'and high reward, was but the
lure which superior pride dictated as the means of
8uccess. But when the Messiah appears, his first
object seems to be, the mortification of the pride of
the human he:Jrt; to repress its selfish and inordinate ambition; fmd to teach, that self-conquest is the
most glorious of all triumphs.
Pride has ever heen the greatest obstacle in the
way of man's happiness.
There have been but few
eyes which it has not dazzled; few hearts in which
it has not erected its throne; and yet, so like virtue
are its disguises, so pleasing to the mind its promises,
that comparatively few have been able successfully
to rebel against its power, and tear it from the
throne which it has so boldly usurped.
Nay, we
may go farther, and say that pride has been the
fruitfnl source of all man's sorrow; for it was that
prmciple that led the revolt in heaven; and all the
machinations of the Evil one are but the legitimate
fruits of disappointed ambition.
The direct tendency of this principle is to close
the eyes of man to his own true character, and the
character of the God from whom he has departed.
It leads him to disobedience and self-justification;
like a deceitful O:lirior, it changes his moral features;
produces a feeling of self-complacency in tho sou1,
by presenting him to his own mind magnified far
beyond his true proportions, as they appear to the
eyes of his Maker, and to those of his fellows, and,
under the influence of this illusion,heacts as though
he were the equal of God, and the superior of his
fellows, by denying reverence to the one, and proud
Iy demanding it from the other.
The world h:\s ever been full of thi::; spirit; and
it is because pride and love
worldly glory form
&Ucha large_ inaredient
in
the
motives
cf human ace
11on, that few, who attain the object of their eager
pursuit, are ever found to lay aside their honors,
od take upon themselves the yoke of Christ. How
b,.,ll the mighty monarch, whose subjects, like those
:j)f the .Babylonia. King, are ready to fall down and
f)f

worship his image; the flushed hero, fresh from
the victorious field; or the statesman, whose voice
can command the attention of "listening Senates"
-refuse
the intoxicating draught of public adultation, and bow in the spirit of humility at the feet
of the King of kings? Deep must be the conviction, and strong the faith, that would prompt the
stru~gle, and few the true heroes that achieve such
a victory.
And yet, pride did never truly exalt
man; the world's true benefactors are not those
who have yielded themselves to its iron despotism.
The son Q;fPhilIp, who would fain have been a god
-the conqueror of Gaul; and the Idol of France,
all once the ebjects of popular worship, were the
scourges of their race, and the goal of their ambition is linked with the memory of the cup of Hercules, the dagger of Brutus, and the lone tomb on
Helena's rock. Great the rewards pride promised
to those her votaries, yet ignoble tombs is all she
gave.
'Vas it not, then, ~ proof of more than human
wisdom, for the author of our religion to lay down,
as the basis of th e character of his followers, the
injunction, Be humble; be poor in spirit, as antagonistic to the fell spirit of pride, which su long had
ruled in the hearts of men; and does it not, then,
become an important inquiry, in what does tbTB
humility consist?
Humility consists, not, as many suppose, in esteeming ourselves worse than we really are; but in
attaining such a view of our own defects as will
make us sensible of our ~xtreme liability to error,
and lead us, instead of being positive and bigoted,
to be yielding, teachable, and desirous of deriving
instruction from the very humblest sources. It does
not require, that the man of enlightened mind and
comprehensive views should conceive himself to be
more ignorant than the unlettered and narrow-minded; that.the man of good:principles and morall.1abits
should esteem himself as vile as another, who is addicted to open and shameful v:ews; it does not l' e- _
quire John to think himself as vile as Judas, or
Paul to confess himself as ignorant as many of the
Gentitles to whom he preached.
It consists in self-knowledge;
it reiterates the
"Know thys~li" of the Greeks; requires us, by
self-examination, to learn the sphere for which we
are best titted, and then enjoins the faithful disch:J.rge of all the duties to which that position gives
rise.
Many of the evils in the church, and in society, arise from an ignorance of, or disregard to, the
truths just stated.
Those who have the least cap:J.city for responsible offices, are generally most desirous (If securing them; their overweening pride
and self-sufficiencys lead them to use improper
means to gain their ends, and the result is, irresolution in council, and confusion in action-they
have overrated their own powers, and their weak
attempts prove their imbecility; while the really
competent and deserving, with that modesty that
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The Most Patient Man.

ever attends true merit, having an humbler but
more correct view of themselves, and better acquainted with the responsibilities of the station, are
Eugene Field once dreamed that he had died
neglected; until a crisis approaches, and the cooler
judgment of thei! fellows call!" them to rule; and and gone to heaven, and was inquiring for Job.
His
though no boastmg precede3 their elevation, succes s He was anxious to see the man of patience.
celp.stial
guide
told
him
it
was
true
that
Job
was
pro~s
their ability for the discharge of the duties
once distinguished as the most patient man, but
of the station to which they have been called. There
that there was now on earth a human beinO'
o whose
were many, doubtless, who deemed themselves bet
patience
suppassed
even
that
of
Job.
"Who
can it
tel' fitted to command when Washin~ton was named
be?"
said
the
dreamer;
"I
am
just
from
earth,
and
as General-in-Chief
of the American armies.
He
I
have
not.
heard
of
such
a
person."
Imagine
his
himself heard it with surprise, and accepted it with
surprise when the answer came; "It is Mrs. Eugene
modesty.
But the result proved the wisdom 0 f the
Field."
.
choice, and nene will now say, that, under another
With all due respect to Job and the poet, we
leader, the issue of the contest would have been 9S
wish
to call attention to a person of whom such pafavorable.
Indeed, it may be <!tated as a general
tience
is exerted as no mortal was ever known to
truth, that an II.rdent desire and eager search after
attain,
This is the Editor.
Surely no one who
distinction and office, proves the unfitness of those
who thus obtrude themselves on public notice; and inhabits this tenement of clay can reach the pedesa single glance at the face of society, civil and re- tal of wisdom, accuracy, and infallibility on which
ligious, will convince any candid observer that muc~ the public has deereed that the edit.r must stan~.
of the evil that exists in the church and state re- We believe it is a foregone conclusion that the press
suIts from men having mistaken themselves, and of to-day is the largest factor in molding public
forced their way into situations for which they had sentiment, and the editor is the power behind the
• throne.
His th'mghts,
expressed in words, are
no qualifications. human or divine.
read and meditated on by bosts of people, each of
Men are generally partial judges, when their
whose lives they influence to some extent.
own merits are in question; and in most cases, the
Let us watch him for a while in his office, and
judgment of our fellow-men will prove better than
our own. If, then, we have the ability to serve in learn something of the surroundings amid which he
must be wise as Solomon and patient as Job.
The
the churcli or secular office, let them discover our
fi.t:sttask of the day is to examine the morning mail.
fitness, and call us to their service; if we act differently, we stand in great danger of imitating the There IS one letter, without P. O. address, which
bramble, in the ancient fable, which, when the fig reads thus:
tree, the stately palm and the vine, had modestly
MR. EDITOR: My paper was late this week
and this ain't the first time it has been late.
deClined the F.overeignity, most patronizingly proffered its services, and offered to take the lords of guess you think because I live off the railroad it
d.,n't mllke any differ'mee when you send it to me.
the forest under its protection.
My subEcription will be out month after next, and
Humility permits not one man to despise an
you can stop my paper then.
J. W. JERKS.
other on accouut of any inferiority in genius, learn
Before he can open another letter 9 vit;itor
ing, wealth, dress, or any outward circumstance or
comes in. "I want to know," said the new-comer,
condition.
If God have accorded to one genius
"why you put my patent medicine 'ad.' just above
and talent, he should employ them for the benefit
the
'ad.' for the undertaking establishment.
One
of those less richly gifted; and the man on whom'
fortune has smiled, instead of priding himself on of my best customers-sp.eing
the two 'ads.' togethher gifts, as did one who was clothed in purple and
er-decided
to buy medicine elsewhere, thinking
fine linen, and fared sumptuously every day,should
we and the undertakers had consolidated, and would
remember that God does not judge from outward
work to each other's interest."
The editor made
appearances,
but from a strict scrutiny of the
lavish
apologies,
and
promised
to
give the 'ad.' a
heart.
good position in the next issue. The caller gone,
That this humility may be acquired, we think
is evident from the fact that the Saviour has enjoinhe takes up a new paper, and wbat is hi;;;consternaed it; for he certainly would not require impossition to find that the eloquent article he had written
bilities; and when he presented himself before us
as the--pattern of humility, he declared that his on "The Past.and Pre3ent" appears under the head
,yoke was easy, and his burden Jight.-Millennial
(If "The Fasting Peasant."
It is too late to remedy
lIm'binger.
this mistake, however, and so he can only await
criticism.
In the meantime (or between times) he
Have you seen peopl~ puffed up with importance?
They are one class of fools, and next to D'Ust write-nothing
vf a melancholy natul'e-bllt
irredeemable.
They will step on you and then feel someth ing deep, original and entertainiug.
are according you more recognition than you
AN OBSERVER.
erve.

i
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the people not to pay him.
h:1 nged I'll b is own gallows.

He is a human being

The Columbus Gommel'cial has the
to say about our meeting at Caledonia.

Stevens' Paragraphs.
JOHN A. STEVENS,

JACKSON,

MISS.

The writer hopes to return from General Convention and begin a meetiJlg at Baldwyn on 4th
Lord's day in October.
There are a few women left in this great world,
who have more frankness and and familiarity than
sense. A woman that keel'S you eternally debating
in your mind as to whether she is decent, and worthy
of your respect, is to say the least, a unisance.
There are to-day a great many good, pure women
who are hard to distinguish because of the "rapidity" of their manners.
After much study I have located the cause of
this female "freshness"
as being an anatomical
rather than a moral one. The fact is that. the skull
bone of such women is entirely too thick for the
"gray matter" deposited therein.
A "spoony"
woman ~enerally marries late;n life if at all. She
disgusts the Ulen
A while ago t.he writer was talking ,-,ith so me
men about religion.
The conversation was in a
store.
Near by I'>toodone of those gander legged,
phlegmatic, cadaverous lookmg ~omineckers,
the
billiousness of whose temperament
would turn a
microbe pale. This downy lipped young rooster
from tbe back yard of pietic idiocy, felt "moved
upon" to settle the whole matter by serenly remark
ing that "the only safe thing for anyone to do wa.,
to follow his parents."
He said that to "accept
the religion of your father and mother was always
right, and that to do so was to put a n end to discussion," or words to that effect.
. I turned my head and looked at right angle . ,
into his weak aimless face and put the question,
"suppose your father and mother were Mormous,
, Mohammedans or IDfidels, then what would you do?"
He remarked "that's a hoss of a different hoof,"
Nnd subsided.
--·'Yankee Doodle. one morning, with patriot ie
devotion, took a saw in hand and went out to
trim the tree of liberty according to his notion.
(H. climbed the tree.)
There sat Yankee Doodle
on a limb like another noodle. He sawed the limb
between the tree and him, llnd down come Yankee
Doodle and bl'Oke his neck and every bone about
him. And there st00d the tree of liberty and did
very well without him."
The evident mistake that
Yankee Doodle made was that of "sawin!! the limb
between the tree and him" so it is with the preacher who fights the salaries of others.
He only tt:aches

following

THE TENT MEETING.

John A. Stevens is an orator, a lecurer,· a
{)reacher, and a wit. In short, he is a brick.
His sermons are interesting and impressive,
eloquent and full of the philosophy of true life. He
makes religion a thing of beauty instead of an unwilling subjugation of every bright thing in. life to
a gloomy and forbidding duty.
He pleases and
ch.al'l1~shis.listeners and converts to his way of
thmklllg Without a word to your prejudices ('1' a
touch to your emotions.
His sermons of an hour
are never tiresome and the end is always too soon.
Bro. Stevens is conducting a series of meetings
at Caledcnia, having begun the first Sunday at
H A. M., preaching to increasing crowds each night.
Services are held in a tent, in a grove near the centre of town. The people of Caledonia are deliO'hted with him, and are thankful that the opportu~ity
waE afforded them. Judging from the increasing
attendance nightly, he will have preached to every
man, woman and child in and around Caledonia be
.fore the close of the meetinO', and-thi ••is well for it
can but improve the moral t~ne of any nature to
hear the true philo'Sophy of life and the brighter
features of duty plainly and logically discussed.
Just how long the meeting will continue we do not
know. Thi8 is the eighth day of the meeting and
nine added to the church.
Ql'ite an attractive feature in the ·meetinO'
.
h
0
IS t e
musIc rendered by Miss Crowder,
cornetist. of Abel"Cleen, and Miss Nabers, orO'anif:lt,
Al11ory~ They are Christi:m girls with thei/'hearts
full of the love of Christ, and their lIlul'ic if> made
to reach Heaven.
\(ay the Lord bless them and
.Brother Stevens wherever they may gJ.

South l\entucky Field Notes.
J. W. GANT,

ELKTON,

KY.

Brother T. D. Moore is in an excellent meeting at Lioerty. Todd County.
He if' having very
large audiences, ttnd there have been, I le~~n, quite
a 'lumber of additions.
I suppose Brother Moore
will report at the close of the meetinO'.
o
Brother W. H. Mool'e is in a meetinlY
o :n Kelley, Christian County.
I regret that circumstances
were such that I could not assist Brother M. in this
meeting, as it was his desire that I should do so.
However, I don't think that the success of the
meeting depends upon anything I could do if I were
there.
Brother M. is OlJe of our most efficient
preachers.
--Am in receipt of a very encouraging letter from
Brother \\'. H. Ligon, of Hanson, Ky., where heis
enga~ed in a successful meeting. Brother L. agrees
to contribute a meeting to our wOI'k, and says that
he will maka a thorouO'h
canvass of his conO're0'3o
0
0
tions for. the South Ky. Association.
With the
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earnest co-operation of our preaching furce, we can
take South Ky. for Christ.
From letters received W. S. Payne of Princeton, I am also much encouraged.
Bro. Payne is in
the work with his whole heart and soul. Such
men are worth a great deal to the missionary cause.
Zeal is an essential element to success in any work.
A South Kentucky missionary rally will be
held at Salem, Livingston county the first Tuesday
and Wednesday in December.
I believe that these
rallies can be made if properly conducted a ~reat
blessing to the cause. They serve to bring us more
in touch with each other, and to arouse a missionary spirit.
The third Lord's day in November is th'3 time
to take an offering for our work.
we are anxious
to have the offering taken between that time, and
the third Lord's day in December.
We hope our
preaching brethren will attend to this matter. Much
depends on it. Leave a list of pledges with an
agent in each congregation,
and- send me a list.
When the can vailS is made, you ought to endeavor
to get a pledge from the Sunday-school.
Our association has doue an excellent work for the Sunday
school cause in South Kentucky.

5

Webb and Sumnel', I witnessed last night, Oct. 15,
the confession of W lIrren Harris, a young merchant
of Webb, Miss., I leave this meeting to resume my
regular round of Delta work. Am to preach 3d
Lord's day at Shotwell Christian cburch in Quitman Co. For lacl< of time must close this letter,
for I·now leave the railroad, to visit points in the
country oecupying 3rd and 4th days. After which
will resume regular Delta news.

.._ ..

Were Highly Elated.
There was general rejoicing among the religious people of the city, especially the Disciples, over
the announcement in yesterday's
TJllle~ that the
next annual convention of the American Christian
Missionary society will be held in this city in October, 1898. This is an important
gathering.
From 3,000 to 4,000 delegates and viiiitors from
every part of the Ulllon will attend.
In extending
the invitation Rev. Clubb and the local Christians
said the convention could not be entertained free
here, hence the delegates will pay for their entertainment.
I~'t'FRYJEW

WITH REV.

CLUBB.

Rev. M. D. Clubb, pastor of the Walnut St.
Christian church,is highly elated over Chattanooga's
All moneys should be sent to Geo. P. Street,
success in securing the convention.
Rev. Clubb
Elkton, Kentucky.
. gave the following interesting interview on the history and work of the society:
The ar.nual conventions of the Disciples of
Christ are purely missionary in spirit and in purpose. They have no eccleSiastical authority over
KILBY FERGUSON.
the churches.
They are simply annual meetings
Your correspondent
reached Webb, Miss.,
for the pm'pose of devising ways and means for the
Oct. 14, '97, from Plantersville, Ala., via Bi:'mingextension of the Kingdom of Christ among men and
ham, Ala., and ~lemphis, Tenn.
In the latter place
to consider matters which are vitally related to misremained over night, and attended prayer-meeting
sionary wflrk.
at Linden St. Christian chul ,-h. Bro. Ellis, their
The first convention was held in Cincinnati in
pastor was absAot; but I found the membership
1849. Alexander Campbell was the first president.
quite friendly and spiritually mind.d.
Their lesThe general· convention is compo~ed.f the folson was I Cor. 3: 1-23, and the writer was requestlowing o. ganizations:
The American Christian
ed to read the chapter and offer comments, which
Missionary society, the Foreign Christian Missionhe did. There was a very genial minded, intelligent
ary society and the Christian W oma'l' s Board of
interchange of views on the lesson.
Missions. Their names indicate the nature of the
At Webb, Miss., Bro. G. A. Reynolds, of work done by each.
.
Sherman, Miss., I found him holding for me an IllThe convention just dosed at Indianapolis was
teresting protracted '1leeting. He is a genial, en- a most magnificent gathering.
About 4.000 dele.
tertaining and effectual speaker.
Heard him in gates lind visitors wt:re in ll,ttendance. MiSSIOnary
two discourses.
I engaged him to hold this meetenthusiasm ran '.1igh. The spirit of devotion and
ing for me whilst at our s:ate meeting in August.
loyalty to the last great commission of the Lord
And I intend, if possible to keep him III the Delta
w~s quite enough to arouse and inspire the most
holding protracted meetings all tbis fall. Want
indifferent.
meetings held by him at Belen, Quitman Co., Miss.,
The reports of the work done the past year
Davis Chapel, Coahoma, Friar's Point and Clarksshow about 170 churches organized and about 20,
dale, Coahoma Co., Greenville, Indianola and 000 additions.
This represents only the work done
Greenwood.
I have only indicated in this that
by the missionaries in the field.
which I would like to see d, ne l::y our brethren.
I think there is no doubt that we shall have
In the meeting now beiug held by Bro. Reynolds
between 3,000 arid 4,000 people hel"e, We shall
at the "Union Church Building" half way between
strive to make the attendance as large q,.. \lossible .

.._ ..

Mississippi Delta Notes.

•

THE GOSPEL MESSENGER.
Our people enjoy these annual conventions immensely and every year witnesses a decided increase in
attendance over that of the preceding' one. They
will come from every part of the countrv, from
Maine to California and from the lakes to the gulf.
-Ohattanooga Daily Times.

..- ..

Alabama Pield Notes.
•

O. P.

SPIEGEL,

BIRMINGHAM.

My space is taken up with on account of our
great convention. Only let me say, Do not forget
that the first Lord's day in November is State Missions Day. Let everyone remember our work on
that day, and'through November.
Rememoer, also, our greatest state convention
in Birmingham, Dece'llber 7-9. All get ready to
come.
THE GENERAL CONVENTION.

The greatest National Convention in the history of the disciples was held in Indianapolis, Ind.,
Oct. 14-22. It was held in the right city to make
it a great convention. There are some three or
four thousand disciples there in fourteen good
churches. The disciples a\"e also prodigious in the
entire surrounding country.
More than 2,000 delegates registered, and it is thought at least 500
failed to re~ister.
The C. W. B. M. opened Oct. 14 with a social
meeting. They occupied the time until Saturday
evening. Their program had been well prepared
and was well rendered. Everyone on the program
was present to carry out his or her part. This is
right. If you promise to do a thing do it. Miss
Birdie Farrar of Virginia and Mrs. Jennie Eucell of
New York were the two addresse'! I heard and they
were very fne.
I asked the President, Sister O.
A. Burgess, to appoint some one to furnish ourreaders a full account of the C. W. B. M. work
and their plans, which I hope she may do. They
reported more that $62,000 raised for missions the
past year. Their work is almost equally divided
between Home and Foreign missions. They are
doing a grand work in supporting six mi••sionaries
in Jamaica, sixteen in India, one in Mexico and
sixteen in the United States, thirty-nine in all.
Besides, they are supporting Bible chairs at Ann
Arbor, Mich., and at the Universities of Virginia
and Georgia.
I can only say Let us help these
women which labour with us in the Gospel.
Lord's day aftel'lloon we had a union communion service. Our fourteen churches dispensed with
their regular morning communion. and we all came
together in Tomlinson Hall at three P. M. About
5,000 people, mostly disciples, were present.
It
was a grand service. The oldest preachers am(lng
us had never seen the like. The Governor of Indiana was present, and said he had never seen so
delightful service. D. R. Lucas presided and was

assisted by the other resident ministers.
About •
forty deacons waited on the immense audience.
All of onr pulpits, and many others, were filled Lord's day and night by our visiting preachers.
I heard J. A. Lord in the morning on "Ne w Testament Doctrine and Missions."
At niglJ.t I heard
R. Lin Cave in 8 powerful sermon on the "Divinity
of Christ, ' ,
Monday morning the Foreign Christian Mi@sionary Society opened up with a grand thanksgiving service by F. M. Rains for the $106,000 raised
the past year.
C. B. Newnan of Detroit gave us a fine address
on "The Minister's Attitude Toward Missions."
W. R. Loyd of Richmond, Ky. read a splendid paper on "Taking the Offering." It was to the point.
C. S. Medbury of Indiana gave a goc>d address on
"The Divine Desire."
He is a young man but had
a spledid address.
Then came a hero true and tried, H. W. Everest,
on "Tbe Purpose of God in the Ages."
I wish I
had sp9ce to outline it. 'J. P. Pinkerton told us of
"The Triumphs of the Cross" iu his masterly way,
and W. P. Aylesworth emphasized "The College as
a Promoter of Missions."
Tuesday evening was a joint session of the
Home and Foreign work. B. B. Tyler spoke on
"Our Present Opportunities;" or rather our opportunities in the west, for he dwelt almost altogether
on the west. It was good and 1 was glad to hear
him. I would not have one dollar less spent in evangelizing the 2'reat west, but I would like for Bro.
Tyler to make a southern tour before the next convention and speak to us (If "Our Opportunities in
. the South."
Following him was an able address by Dr. John
Henry Barrows,of Chicago, president of the World's'
Congress of Religiou'! at the World's Fair, on "The
Christian conflict and conquest in Asia-"
He is a
strong believer in missions since he saw the condition of the heathen and what the gospel is doing.
A conservative estimate places 400,000,000 people
in the United States in the year 2000. At a little
less than our present rate of increase. Over 100,
000,000 of-them will be simple disciples of Jesus
Christ.
How this thought ought to stir us up to
greater activities for Christ.
M. M. Davis of Dallas was president of the
American Christian Missionary Society. He read a
most. excellent paper on "Priority of Home Missions."
We hope to give it to our readers in full.
Jabez Hall and Cary E. Morgan delivered well-prepared address, "Our Plea to American Christianity" and "The Church anC'the Children."
Booker T. Washington of Tuskegee, Ala. gave a stirring
address explainin~ his industrial school work among
his race. It was a strong address.
W. B. Craig, of Desmoines gave us "Our Duty
in Education."
He held up a higher standard and
showed us why we should build up our school!l.
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They are true partners of Christianity . Mark Collis, on "The Relation of the Minister to the Missionary Conscience of his People," was full of good
sense, and food for the soul. He was my professor of Engli~h in Kentucky University.
J. A. L. Romig told us how to take "OUl' cities
for Christ."
I shall have a special article on this
important theme in the ~ear 'future.
His address
was fine. G. W. Muckley and 1. N. McCash gave
two splendid addr~sses. The best was reserved for
'the last, in point of age and prominence.
J. W. McGarvey, on "The Church as the Pillar and Support of the Truth."
He made a strong
plea for the grand old church which we all love.
Then Alexander Proctor, one of the deepest and
most eloquent of the pioneer preachers of the Restoration.
His address was rich.
Bro. Lockwood was introduced and made a
few remarks.
He was the only one present at the
organization of the society iu 1849 when Alexa9der
Campbell was elected presiden~. Then Henry R.
Pritchard, the nestor of our Indiana churches, and
one of our old heroes, spoke a few moments. It is
grand tc see and hear these old soldiers of the cross.
During the convention we exchanged greetings
with the National Convention of the Friends(Quakers) which was in session in Indianapolis at the
same time, and held, on our last day, a union praise
service with them, in a Methodist church!
This
shows, at least, a more fraternal spirit than used to
exist. All of our treasurers showed large gains the
past year. They hope to improve for the year to
come.'
Chattanooga presented the strongest possible
invitation for the next National Convention to meet
with them in 1898, and while Desmoines presented
a stron~ invitation and Kansas City a stronger, thE'
convention voted for Chattanooga unanimously.
So it remains for us to go to work now-all of usto have such an assembling of the hosts of Christ as
have recently assembled in Indianapolis.
But
enough for the present.
Some other items I will
mention later.
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SERIES.

LITTLE

ONE'S

QUARTERLY.

A series

of

beautiful Chromo Lesson Cards with simple Bible Lesson
on the back. A card for each Sunday, in a neat pack.
SPECIMENS FREE
(This beautiful pubncation is substituted for our late Pri.
mary Lesson Leaf.)

STANDARD·JUNIORLESSON

LEAF.

For lower

Intermediate pupils. Well illustrated.
Issued both as a
quarterly and as a single leaf. Specify which is wanted.
SPECIMENS

STANDARD LESSON LEAF.

FREE

For upper inter-

mediate pupils. Fully illustrated.making it the most help'
fulleaf now published for this department.
Issued bothas a quarterly and as single leaves. Always specify
which is wanted.
SPECIMENS FREE '

STANDARD

BIBLE

LESSON

QUARTERLY.

For teachers
an.:! Advanced pupils. Full explanatory
notes on the lessen. Three months' lessons bound togeth.
er in pamphlet form. All subscriptions must begin and
end with the quarters, viz: January 1st, April 1st, July
1st, and October 1st.
SPECIMENS

THE LOOKOUT.

FREE

For superintendents,

teachers

and Y. P. S. C. E. workers.
A large weekly, without a
superior in SundaY'!school or y. P. S. C. E. work,with a full
corps of specialists in both departments.
As a practical
aid to the teacher,the superintendent and the Y. P. S. C. E.
worker it has no equal.
SPECIMENS
FREE

PURE WORDS.

A large child's paper, full of in-

teresting short stories, poems, etc.,and profusely iIIustrat.
~d. Contains, also the ,Bible Lesson for each Sunday.
SPECIMENS

BUDS OF HOPE.

FREE

For the infant class.

Printed

on the best book paper, and each number illustrated with
handsome colored engravings, designed especially for this
paper.
This is certainly the most beautiful paper yet
published for the !>mall children.
Lesson Text, Golden
Text, Leading Thought, Questions, etc. The Bible Les'
son given in simple language for children.
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Per
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not
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9
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Amount of money raised during the year for
cloth
.15
missions.
Per dozen, by'express,-not prepaid
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Name of clerk,
Postoflice,
• Value of church property, $,--Please find out these facts at once and send
216, 218 and 220 East Ninth St.,
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A. 1. MYHR.
Nashville, Tenn.
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Holy Ghost Redemption.
This caption has a strange sound,
but it is a doctrine to which no inconside\'able part of the rellgious world
is committed at this day. Perhaps
no other error is so prolific of con·
fusion and controversy; and no other,
certainly, does greater violence to
vital truth. If the reader will lend
me his thonghtful attention I shall endeavor to state the case clearly.
In the transgression of God's law,
or in sin, man incurred the penalty
of death-everlasting
banishment
frOmthe presence of God-and, what
is no less to be desired, the guilt of
sin. All will readily appreciate the
truth in this statement and recognize
tbe difference between penalty a'1d
goUt. For instance, a man for the
murder of one of his fellows is sentenced, by the jury, to life-time imprisonment. There is now resting upon bim a heavy penalty and the guilt
of murder. He might be led to sincere repentance and still suffer the
penalty. or he might be pardoned by
tbe governor and yet be guilty. To
• save him from the results of his unwarranted deed would be to secure
for him both pardon and cleansing.
Pardon is release from penalty j and
cleansing from guilt is reforming, or
transforming, the mind aud heart and
'bertlby creating a new (not another)
creature. Cleansing from guilt is, in
otber words, redemption. l{edemption does not include pardon,nor does
pardon include redemption, though
-tbe blessing of one is evidence of the
blessing of the other.
From this it will easily appear that
salvation is both redemption and pardon. A Savior is, therefore, one
who redeems us and secures for us
pardon. JeEius of Nazareth, who is
tpe Son of God, is the Savior of the
world. He inspires us with a new
and perfect ideal, purifies our hearts
and transforms our lives, thus making
US new creatures, saved frc>mthe guilt
of sin-redeemed j He secures for
us--not
by legal expiation, but
through his mediatorial officepardon or release from penalty. Redemption is an experience, while pardon takes place in tbe mind of God

and is a matter purely of faith with
us. We d0 not experience pardon
but a happy sensation I)fheart in the
confidence that we are pardoned.
I remark again that redemption is
an experience; and I remark also that
Jesus Christ is the Redeemer and
that he redeems us personally and
not by proxy. Now, this Holy Ghost
theory, above referred to, argues a
direct operation of the Holy Ghost
the ('leansing, transforming and redeeming power, and thus dethrones
Christ and enthrones the Holy Ghost
as the Redeemer of the world. But,
this doctrine contradicts the New
Testament arid, were It not an honest
misapprehen"iion,Js little better than
a species of infidelity. I am not sure
but that this misapprehension, however, is the source of more confusion
than all the argumE'ntsof all the infidels of the whole earth.
The New Testament teaches us
that to those who have been redeemed and pardoned-saved, in other
words-is given the Holy Spirit as an
abiding comforter and as an earnest
of our inheritance; that the Holy
Spirit is given to us becanse we are
redeemed and not to redeem us. True,
Jesus says we are begotten-trans"
formed-by the spirit, but hear his
explanation:
"The spirit speaks
where it pleases and you hear the
socnd thereof * * * so is begotten
every' one that is begotten of the
spirit." In other words, the Holy
Spirit, through the apostles, preached
and wrote the gospel to the world and
we are beg0tten of the Spirit by hearing the word preached. The Word
of God, and Jesus is that Word, is the
power which directly renews and
transforms our lives. The Ho)y Spirit
is the Sower who went:forth to sow
and the Word is the seed Which,wht'n
received into good and honest hearts,
brings forth life. Peter says, "We
are begotten again not of corruptible,
but of incorruptible, seed by the word
of God which liveth and abideth fore,'er." Again, "This is the word
which by the gospel is preached unto
you."
Paul said to the Coriuthians: "1
have begotten yOI]through the gospeL" To the Romans he said: "The
gospel is the power of God unto sa)vation to everyone 'Yho helieves."
And we are taught that the hearts of
both Jews and Gentiles are purified
by faith. The gospel of Jesus Christ,
then, is the power which cleanses,
transforms, and redeems our lives,
and secures for us parddn from the
penalty of sin. Christ is the personal Savior of the world, and there is
none other.
The Holy Spirit did not suffer and
die for us, nor does He regenerate our

lives. , The theory which makes him
so to do is a strange article. It contradicts the Bible, and unintentionally dishonors the Ohrist little 19ssthan
brazen-faced infidelity. There was
never a day, than this, when the simgospel of Christ as the powet of God
unto salvation needed more to be
preached to a hungry, confused and
dying world."
W.

A History Review.
For the sake of busy people a short
synopsis of religious history, as respects the Restoration, is o1fered as
follows: The church of which we read
in the New Testament is founded by
Christ, upon Ohrist, and Christ is Its
creed and head.
This church is not
an organization, as we use that word,
but a family-' 'the household of God."
The nearest resemblance which it
bears to organization is the order observed among the disciples of a locality/ The local church, however, is
not called an organization. Those
who believe, repent, and are baptized
are added by the Lord to the church
-"the family on earth." It was so on
the day of Pentecost and throughout
Acts of the Apostles. Those who are
added to the church are called Ohristians. The simple instructions through
the inspired writers constitute their
discipline, individually and collectively. This church is '.'one body," and
it is contrary to God's expressed 'will
to divide it. Every man is his own
priest, and Christ the High Priest of
all. About the third century Roman
perversion began. The mediatorial office of Ohrist waRoverthrown.
Individual priesthood was denied and
priestcraft established.
The New
Testament creed was laid aside aDd
the declarations of men substituted.
The inspired discipline was thrown
away. A great ecclelliasticism was
inaugerated. Martyrdom, darkness,
and devilism reigned for centurie s.
About the 16th century Martin Luther' a priest, found a latin New Testament, and, upon investigation, discovered some of Rome's perversions.
Against these he protested and thus
began Protestantism. Luther took two
steps toward the original church, that
is, he sought to re-establish the mediatorial office of Ohrist and the priest.
hood of the individual. This e1fortat
reform was ably seconded by other
good men, as Calvin, Wycliff, Wesley
and others. The Reformat,ion, however, conducted under di1ferent auspices and)n di1ferent nationalities,
was divided. At the beginning of the.
18th century the Protestant world was
a scene of biting, bitter sects, progreBBedllttle beyond Luther and lost
to hi. purpose and spirit. However,
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the wide circulation of the New Tesbe sad. The mourner's garb does not,
tament was providing men to continue
become you. Be brave.
Rise above
the Reformation.
And, at the close
the moper's attitude
and let your
Dec. 7,8, 9-which wil1 be Tuesday,
of the 17th century
there rose up
spirit ascend with the eagle and bathe
Wednesday and Thursday after the
simultaneously,
in all parts of this
in the sunlight of heaven.
Dwell not
first Lord's day-is the time. Birmcountry and in Scotland, men who urgupon your troubles but upon your
ingham is the place. The time is aued a restoration complete.
They urgblessings and hopes until these latter
spicious, I think, and the place con.-d that we shonld go back to the simshall gild in sUJlshine your heart and
veniently
10Lated. Our
Alabama
pie creed of the early church, which
life and seek expression
in daily
brethren should make this convention
is the Ohrist;
that ecclesiasticism
thanksgiving and song. There is no
a great suclless. The programme will
should be repudiated and the spiritual
use to worry about things we can not
be splendid.
A large number should
family of God held up to the world;
help.
"All things work together for
attend.
Bro. Spiegel, hM done a
that faith, repentance
aud baptism
good to them who love the Lord." If
great work in Alabama and his report
8hould be taught as the way men must
we do the best we can and trust reWill be interesting.
But, upon my
accept Ohrist and be added to His
suIts to Him who knows best no real
own responsibility I declare that he
church; that denominational
names
harm can come to us-all
then is • bas not been supported as he deserves.
well.
should be dropped and all wear and
Some are not
do:ng their duty.
honor the name of Ohrist oniy;, that
Through Bro. Spiegel, our Alabama
Paul had 'troubles,
but not the
man -, made
disciplines should be
brethren can preach the gOlfpel to the
"blues."
HI'! was always full of hope
thrown away and the inspired one
destitute in that state and a failure so
and joy. From the prison's cell his
alone be acknowledged;
that the
to do is to measure far short of their
great heart rOlle in happy son'!; from
church should be a united family, full
duty.
the gilotine in magnificent triumph.
of love and good works.
The ReLet us all prepare to attend the
"Time is winging us away" and a few
formation, as thus continued through
convention.
The rates will be cheap
months, a few years will find us bethe 18th century, is destined to preand the opportunities
great.
Brin~
fore the great white throne of our
vail the world around as certainly as
with you a contribution to the state
common
Father.
We are getting
the word of God liveth and abideth
work.
Come, and let us mingle toready to appear in the judgment and
forever.
VV.
gether, renew our courage and do a
the inconveniences and mishaps that
still grander work during the new
attend us now pale betore the great
year.
Bros. Branch, Piper, Brazelevent that is near at hand.
ton, Spicer, the Spiegel host and other
Again, let us cheer up. Let us work
hosts will be there fuJI of life and
with a will, sing happy songs, do the
This peculiar trouble is about as
work-and
what a feast! Comel
best
we
can
and
soon
we
shall
be
fatal as Bright's disease, and if the
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"The Blues."

former be incurable, the latter is
preferable.
The "blues" would kill
any preacher, editor, business man,
oreducator,
and even the Devil himself, were he not an immortal compound.
This trouble is often attributable to ill- health, but ill· health does
not necessitate
the trouble, and the
8ame is a habit with many people;
and in the long, long list of ugly habits few parallels
are found to the
"blue8"; few other things so unfit a
man for the work of life, in any
sphere whatsoever, and especially for
Christian service.
Some people may
think 80, but I doubt that a really
Ohristian man can have the "blues";
if 80, it must be when faith and hope,
like wintry clouds, hang low, and the
heart momentarily falters before its
task.
Everybody has troubles, and sorrOW8and burdens, to speak with common repetition,
and then things do'
not always go our way; but to go
through life mournin~ and complaining is to play the part of an irrational
actor, and darken rathel' than brighten the world.
This world is full of blessings and
lunsbine and it is just a little way
over to the world where there is eternal day.
And, while there are heartaches here, "I recon that the SUfferings
of this present time are not worthy to
be compared to the glory which shall be
revealed in 08." Are you a Christian?
then cheer up. You have no time to

wearing crowns iu that deathless land
now so near.
·W.

Grea ter than Light Houses.
A light house, towering many hundreds of feet above the rugged sea and
thruving its friendly warning to the
sailor many miles away,is magnificent
.to contemplate and more so, still, to
behold.
There is a darkness in this
world, however, more terrible than
the absence of physica Ilight and a light
that is greater than that of the sun.
To a little band of disciples sitting,
upon the Mount,at His feetJesussaid:
"Ye are the light of the world." Christianity, shining through the lives of
the followers of Jesus, is not merely a
light house, which illumines hut a few
mil&B,but the great spiritual su!! of
the globe, which is to light all seas,
all islands and all continents.
So far as the world has light to day
Christianity is the cause. The English
language, with its splendid literature,
is the production and inspiration of
Christian thought and culture.
The
amicable agreements:among
nations,
the base of the world's splendid commerce' i8 attributable to the influence
of Christian prirciple.
The great institutions of the civilized world are
the off-spring of Christian teaching.
VVhosneers at Christianity is a fool
with neither eyes nor ears and with
even less heart.
W.

W.

Editorial Notes.
Brother Spiegel, one of the editors
of this paper, and the never-give.up'
man of Alabama, will have something
rich for us next week.
Brother Bernaro is a good writf'lr.
He says much in few words and says
it well. Read his devotional productiens-they
will help you.
One more week and the Tennessee
Centennial will live only in history.
It has been a splendid success, and
does honor to the grand old state
of Tennessee.
The Senior editor is this week engaged in a protracted series at Hickman, Ky. The meeting began last
Lord's day, and will continue two
weeks and probably longer. My word
for it, this gentleman can get over
more ground in a given time than any
other man in the brotherhood.
He il
a born hustler.
We look for encouraging reports from him by next week.
"Stevens'
Paragraphs"
are pungent.
They go to the heart of things
in short order. A man of conviction,
Stevens uses few palliative adjectives,
and stands face to face. Nobodyneed
have any trouble locating him. His positions are decided and emphatic-his
will is iron. He is for something and
not "agin" everything.
He believeli
in results; and result", through the
mercy of God, will crown him in the
day of judgment.

to
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RtPorts from tb~ ebur(b~s~ ~
Loooooooo~~

IllINOIS.
CAVE IN ROCK: Meeting getting on
well. 18 added to date. J am getting
up a list of subscribers here fer the
GOSPEL MESSENGER. Look out in a
few days.
J. A. MINTON.

-

MISSISSlffI.
WEBB: My meeting at this place
is in good condition.
Large crowd
yesterday
morning and last night.
One confession, and more to follow.
My next protracted meeting will be
in Charleston, county seat of Tallahatchie Co.,MiEls. Will go to Winona,
as soon as the quarantine is raised,
and the scare from yellow fever has
died out.
Fraternally,
G. A. REYNOLDS.
JACINTO: Our Mockerson
Valley
meetIng,
near 1'heo, MiRS., lasted
five days a nd resulted in four additions-ali
heads of tamilies-one
was
from the Methodists.
I go to Wenasoga, Miss., to-morrow.
Hope to
have a good meeting.
W. H. SANDY.

SOUTH KENTUCKY.

HANSON: I am in a meeting at my
home church here at Hanson. Large
attendance
ar.d two confessions last
night.
One made confession to-day.
Very truly,
W. H. LIGON.
HAYWOODCHAPEL: I filled my reg··
ular appointment at Haywood Chapel,
Oct. 16 13. Had tbree additions, all
by baptism.
This swells our number
at that point to 49; before I held my
recent meeting we numbered only 15.,
To-night I begin a meeting bere at
Hanson.
Will report the result later.
Very truty,
W. H, LIGON.
PARKSVILLE: I began a meeting
bere last Monday night week. Twenty five added to date.
Eighteen have
made the good confession.
One immerced believer from tbe ME.tlodists,
one from the Baptists, one by letter,
and four reclaimed.
Most of tbem
are grown-many
young men and a
number of heads of familiel!. Your
paper has recently come under my
notice.
Allow me to congratulate
you on its great improvement.
Please
send it to me at Lebanon, Ky.
IRA M. BOSWELL.

BELL BUCKLE: Brotber F. F. Dearing and I have just closed a meeting
at Beechwood School House near here
with seven additions, five by baptism.
In the summer we held a meeting in
a tent on Elk River, near Prairie
Plains, Coffee County, which resulted
in 6 baptisms.
Not long since my father, R. Lin. Cave, assisted me in a
meeting here, with 4 additions as immediate results.
Work ill all lines is
progressing nicely.
Brother Harmon
spent a Lord's day wit·h us recently,
and his sermons and visit generally
helped us greatly.
Yours for Christ,
ROBERT LORD OAVE.
HICKMAN: Closed a meeting last
night at new Bethel for Brother Mil·
ton Elliott-3
baptized, 2 from the
Baptists, one reclaimed.
I begin. a
meeting at Hebron next Lord's day in
Oarlisle Oounty.
D. J. Oochran is at
Bardwell in a meeting.
M. F. Harmon began our meeting yesterday.
W. H. Sheffer has been with the
brethren at Greenwood. Severalother meetings have been held, and others arre in I rogress.
Fraternally,
JAMES H. BROOKS.
PRINCETON: My congrej1;ation, dedesiring Mrs. Payne and myself to
attend the General Oonvention at Indianapolis presented us with a cljeck
to pay all expellses,. but owing to
sickness and other hindering causes,
Mrs. Payne could not go, and the Ill,'
inois Oentral ~. l{. only sold special
rate tickets on the 12th and 13th, instead of 13th, 14th and 18th, and I
could not secure a ticket.
We have
only had one slight rain for a long
time, and the long, hot summer has
left many sick in our community. We
had accessions at the morning service. I shall be glad when the election
is over and the Nashville Exposition
has closed, and affairs settle dowb to
quiet home life, and the voice of the
politician is no longer heard in the
land. Brother Teel is holding a good
meeting at Wallonia. The time will
soon be here to take the collection
for the South Ky. Missionary Society. The report of work accomplhhed
is good, but this year it ought to he
largely increased, and it can be.
Yours,
W. S. PAYNE.

TENNESSEE.
SCOTTSHILL: I will close a twoweeks' meeting here to-night.
So

far, have had 16 accessions.
R. P. MEEK.
MCBURG: Began a tent meeting at
Delina, Sept.
20, which lasted 12
days with 5 added.
$600 was secured
to erect a church house.
We are in
a meeting at this place now.
J. L. HADDOCK.
ROCKWOOD: Our meeting
closed
last Sunday night with 14 additions.
Many others were almC'st persuaded.
Brother Buck has done the church
great good spiritually.
Audiences
were good, and on last night many
were turned away for lack of room.
We want him again at Rockwood.
W. J SHELBURNE.

-

TEXAS.
DALLAS: I have received your issue of Sept. 17. This is the only copy
of the MESSENGERI have seen; and
it strikes me as a bright, newsy, useful paper.
Since my return from
Nashville, I have held two short
meetings, in which there were 16 additions.
Partly set in order a church
at Ringgold, Texas, with about 35
members.
I will aid the MESSENGER
whenever I have opportunity.
W. H. WRIGHT.
Newman Ave.
DALLAS.-EDITORS GOSPEL MESSENGE~: Please
explain
for
me
through your paper that the reason of
my failure to attend the Tennessee
Missionary Convention
and fill my
place on the program is that yellow
fever was reported at two or three
points in Texas, and a very rigid
quarantine was established at Dallas,
resulting in the discontinuance
of
trains on some of the roads, and rendering it quite improbable
that I
should be able to reach Tullahoma, or •
that I could return to Dallas if I
should start.
I was anxious to attend
the convention,
had made my arrangements to do so, and should certainly have done so had it not been
for the excitement about the fever,
and the consequent quarantine.
It
turned out that the alarm was a false
one, and that the quarantine was un,
necessary, but it effectually stopped
travel and business for the time.
Faithfully yours,
W. K. HOMAN.

Sounding Out the Word.
Every child of God ought to bear
his or her part in this important work.
Jesus says, "Go preach the gospel to
every creatnre."
This is a worldwide commission, and we must help
to carry it out. We have been pUr-
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chased with the precious blood of
Christ, and let us remember that we
belong to Christ, and everything that
we have belongs to him. If a man
has a willing mind, God accepts what
he can give.
"Every man, as he
purposes in his heart let him give, not
grudginl/;ly, but willingly, for the Lord
loveth a cheerful giver."
2 Cor. 9:
6, 7. If one-tenth
of all our gross
income now were annually biven to
the ministry what would the harvest
be? "He which soweth sparingly
shall reap also sparingly; he which
soweth bountifully shoJI reap also
bountifully.' ,
Don't enrich the preachers, but increase the number of preachers and
convert more people.
We need more
true gospel preachers in the field today.
J. E. ANDERSON. (col.)
Hamlin, ~y.

._.

A Little Change.
At the last convention of South Ky.
Association the work of Secretary and
Treasurer was divided up as follows:
J. W. Gant, Elkton, Financial Agent
and Cor. Sec. Geo. P. Street, Elkton, Treasurer.
Jas. H. Kerr, Henderson, Recording Sec.
Under this arrangement all money
for the Association should be sent to
Bro. Gant, whose effi 'ient and faithful work during the past fifteen years
has endeared him to the hearts of the
people allover South-west Kentucky.
. Of Bro. Street, our new treasurer,
I
can say that while he may not be so
widely known over our district as
Bro. Gant, yet he is a man who stands
high in the estimation of all who know
him, and no better selection could
have been made by the association
or the position he has been chosen to
tlll.
Respectfully,
JAS. H. KERR.

_.~---
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free from debts.
Will you not send
in all monies which you owe on last
year so the debt may be cancelled,
and your record clear.
Please send
what you can before the date mentioned above, so we may clear the
record.
Do 80 at once.

not quite, persuaded to say, it ill a
shame that he has received so little.
I say this upon my own responsIbility,
but I am acquainted with the facts,
Weare all expecting better things at
the Birmingham llonvention, Dec. 79. Come!

The next general convflntion meets
in Chattanooga; ~the State convention in Memphis next October.
We
ought to have a fine attendance at
both of these meetings.
Those who
go to Chattanooga
will, entertain
themselves;
those who go to Memphis will be entertained free.

STILL GAINING THE THIRD WEEK
OF OGTOBER.

We are now in a meeting with the
church
in Dover.
The outlook is
b'right for a good meeting.
Pray
for us.
R. M. Giddens begins work with
the church at Paris Nov. 1st. He
takes the place of the beloved Bro.
Dunlap.
The writer knows no minister who can so nearly fill his place
at Paris as R. M. Giddens.
We look
for a great advancement at Paris.
A
good man goes to work for a good
people.
Ten men have been employed so
far by' the Board of Missions in Tennessee.
We hope to have others in
the fleld, and we hepe every church
and Sunday school will stand by this
work heartily, so we may be enabled
to send the gospel to multitudes this
year. The apportionment will be.sent
to the churches by Nov. 15. These
flrst months of the year are the most
trying on us, and w~ covet the help
of all in this work.
We are preparing to 00 the best
work of our lives this year.
Shall
we have your hearty co-operation,
reader?
The Lord and the hrethren
depend on you. Will you not respend gladly?

Tennessee Notes.
A. I.

Editorial Notes.

MYHR.

Will every -preacher and clerk in
Tennessee heed my request-for statistics?
We desire the facts for publication.
We desire to know our
growth in two years.
The U. S. Government will ask us for the facts.
Why shc.uld we not be ready to give
the facts?
In order to do so, the
statistics we know this year will be
published wlth our minutes in a "Year
Book of the Christian
churches in
Tennessee."
Please send me these
facts at once. The minutes will be
in the hands of the printer this week.
The report of the Treasurer of Ten:
n8ssee Missions will be closed Oct. 31.
We desire to go into the next year

The promised interesting
report
from Brother Spiegel came in time to
go in our second form; and, while it
should have appeared on editorial
we desire it in this iSlme, 'lnd
hence put it in the Evangelistic columns. Let everybody read it carefully and rejoice.

page,

November is the month set apart
for Alabama missions. Let our Alabama brethren rally to 'the state work
during the time. Every disciple in the
state should give something.
Many
little ~ift8 put together would make
a large sum and put the work in good
shape.
As it stands, Bro. Spiegel is
largely unpaid, and I am almost, if

-

Comparing Church Extention Receipts for the third week of October
this year with last, the result is
follows: Receipts for the third week
of Oct., '97, $437.66. Receipts for
the third week of Octber, '96, $393.47.
Gain, $44.19. New York leads with
$60; Pennsylvania is second with $46;
California is third with $44. Missouri is fourth, Indiana fifth, Illinois andOhio sixth, Kentucky seventh, Michigan eighth, Kansas ninth, and' Iowa
tenth.
All remittance should be lIent
to G. W. Muckley, Cor. Sec., 600
WaterWorks Bldg., Kansal City, Mo.

._.

My Mother's Face.
BY IRA M. BOSWELL.

The world is fast and I am weary of
its pace,
And long again to see my dear old
mother's face.
A picture of that face most wonderfully fair
Is hanging in my heart in its frame
of silver hair.
That face that used to bend so gently
o'er my bed,
And soothe .with mother patience
my little aching heati;
And often when a child I have dreamed
and waked with fear,
But I found the loving face of dear
old mother near.
And when through sore temptation I
have wandered in the night,
That face has been a beacon to lead
me back to light.
And since my childhood days like gaywinged birds have flown,
With Jacob I have often laid my
head upon a stone.
And when soft-fingered
sleep had
closed my tired eyes,
God dropped his golden ladder down
through the darkened skies.
And angels soft descending with outstretched wings of white
Would change to glorious day songs
my sorrows of the night.
And my heart would fill with joy as I
listened to their songMay God forgive the error if what
I say is wrongBut among that band of aneels there
were Done that could compare
With the face of dear old mother
and her crown of silver hair.

.

Yes, mother,
I am weary of the
world and all its show;
Come now and sit beside me as you
used to long ago.
Place close upon my cheek, unmarked
as yet by care,
Your face with all its wrinkles and
its wealth of silver hair.
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Midweek frayer-Meeting.
DATE.-Nov. 3, 1897.
SUBJEcT.-The
Indwelling Spirit.
REFERENCES.- John
14: 15-23;
Rom. 8: 9-11; Rom. 8: 15,16; Rom.
8:26,27;
1 Cor. 3:16; 1John4:
12;
Col. 1:27; Eph.3: 14-19; Rom. 5:5.
The Holy Spirit is the third person
of the Trinity .. The Spirit was present in the formation
of the world
(Gen. 1: 2) . He has his place in tbe
redemption of the world (Matt. 28:
19), and is made manifest in our dai'
ly lives as an indwelling presence (2
Cor. 13: 14). It being a fact, then,
that the Spirit performs such a glorious part in the affairs both divine and
human, we should not shrink to seek
an investigation of the subject before
us. May the Spirit's influence at', end
this study.
At some church s~rvices which you
have attended, you have hE'ard more
said about the "Holy Ghost" than
about either God or Christ.
And by
the way let us drop the use of that
word "Ghost."
It is obsolete.
1
brings before the mind an image
which does not properly belong there,
and often destroys that very sacred
impression which it js indended the
Holy Spirit should make.
Now, the fact that some of our religious neighbors have put so much
stress on the "Holy Ghost," as they
call it, has cau,sed some of our own
brethren to fly to the opposite extreme,
and not give to the Spirit the promineDce the f!cripture would have him
accorded.
'J,'he Holy Spirit as a comforter is
the peculiar property of the Christian.
'l'he Heathen would know him not,
because he has never been introduced
to them.
Here is the gigantic undertaking of the church of Christ, to introduce divinity to thosE' who have
never heard these things.
And neither <-an the sinners around us havE'
the comfortinl't influence of the indwelling
Spirit, because they have
never accepted our Savior.
Brother,
don't you think that you should tell
them the story of the cross, so that
tbey also can become partakers
of
these blessin~?
The Holy Spirit as an indwelling
presence is a "teacher."
He taugbt
the apostles all things (Jobn 14: 26),
and brought to their remembrance all
thingo that Christ had said unto them.
We still have the recorded words of
the apostles, therefore we still have

the teachings of the Holy Spirit, for
they spoke as the Spirit gave them
utterance.
The more, then, of God's
word that we get into our minds and
hearts, tbe more of the comforting
and inf:jtructive influence of the Spirit will we have.
It behooves us,
then, to apply ourselves diligently ~o
the study of words of inspiration.

-

The Lord's Supper.
There is nothing in a name, says
some one who does not think twice
before speaking.
The lifetime of the
earthly creatures is, as a rule, short.
Persons and things generally have but
one name during that lifetime and if
we can find out what that name IS we
should certainly be reverential enough
to apply the right name at all times.
Now, this blessed Christian act of
worship has worn several names during its history.
Some of these terms
are correctly
applied and some of
them are not. Let us first examine
those which are not.
Tbe Lord's Supper is called the
"Eucharis~."
We turn to the concordance in the back of our English
Bibles and find that no such word is
there.
We next go to Hitchcocks
Complete Analysis of the Bible and
still are unable to find the word.
The
Greek Lexicon is next consulted and
there we find words in the original,
from which this word eucharist
is
taken, but notice, we do not find that
word applied to the Lord's Supper.
The word in the Greek meaus, "to
give thanks" 01' "expressing thanks."
Now, it is true that Jesus gave thanks
before the supper was partaken
of,
but that is no reason why the Lorli's
Supper should
be called a giving
thanks.
Suppose 1 were to say 1 went over
to the residence of neighbor Grimes,
and about 6 P. M. we had a "giving
thanks," would you infer from that
I had a supper at 6 P. M. Certainly
not. Then why give to the Lord's
Supper the name which expresses
only that which precedes the partaking the emblems?
Another
name
often given to it is "sacrament."
This word comes from the latin and
means "an oath" or in religious affairs "a sacred oath,."
The Roman
Catholic and Greek churches have
seven so-called sacraments
namely:
Baptism, confirmation, eucharist,penance, extreme unction, holy orders,
matrimony.
Ordinary
Protestants

have the two: Baptism and the Lord's
Supper.
Doubtless we all silently take an
oath at the sacred worflhip that we
will try to forsake our sins and live
better lives, but why should we call
this act of worship by the name which
expresses just that one feature of it
and which is not appHer1 to it by inspired writers.
Let us pray for more
light in finding and applying the right
names.

SPECIAL OFFER: To get the GosPEL MESSENGFR into as many new
homes as possible at once, we propose
sending tne paper from now till the
last day of December, four months,
for only 25 cents.
If in clubs of fiTe
or more, 20 cents each.
Preachers,
please announce this proposition to
your church, and thereby get us a
good list and do yourself a service by
getting your people to read and keep
posted.
Act at once.
Remember
the cash must accompany the list of
names. Address Messenger Pub., 00,
208 N. College St., Nashville, Te1n.
PReE:

Y oung

$20.00

IN GOLD,

Blcycle,Gold \yatch,l)i~o~d
Ring, or a Scholarsh,l'
In
Draughon's Practical BUSiness
College, Nashville, Tenn., Gal·veston or Texarkana, Tex.) or
a scholarship in most any other reputable business college or literary schoolin t".e U. S. can be
secured by doing a hlUe work at home for the
Youths' Advocate an illustrated
se:ni-monthly
journal.
It is ele-:ating in character,
moral in
tone and especially interesting and proStable to
you';g people, but read with i:ltcrcst au:1 profit
by people of all ages. Stories and other ml!'resting matter well illustrated.
Sample COp,eS
sent free.
Agents wanted.
Address Youths'
Advocate Pub. Co., Nashville. Tenn.
[Mention this paper.]

P eop Ie

~. 6: H.
Rail Road
Great Through Trunk Line
BETWEEN

Gineinnati,lIexington,lIoctisville.Evans
YUle, St, lIonis,
And the cities of

Nashville; lYIemphis, montgomel1y, mobile and New Orrleans.
WITtI0UT

<9!iA.l"H3€

AND SPEED UNRIVALED.
Pullman Palace Cars for Atlanta, Savan
nah, Macon, Jacksonville and points in
Florida.
Connections are made at Guthrie and
Nashville for all points. North, East
South and west. In Pullman Palace Cars
Emigrants, seeking homes on the line of.
this road will receive special low rates.
See agents of this company for rates
olltes, &c., orwrite to
C. P. ATMORE, G. P. IV T. A.
I oui'lville
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if need be.
Tne man who goes OD th"l wItness
stand in behalf of a friend whose
honesty or honor has been called into
question r::alizes that the point of im!lit, SPit!)!).
portance is not that he shall impress
~eer;~E!ee€E:E:E:E:E!E!E:E!E!E!E!~E:E!E!~~E:E!E!E:E!E!E:€E:E:€E:E!E!E:€1the jury with the fact that be is eloor else its.opposite.
Sometime you
quent or original, but rather with the
fact that he actllally knows something
and I will have opportunity to urge
in the man's favor. So with the young
another on, or to restrain him; then
Nov. 1. Influenc of cowards. Deut. 20:1-8
Nov. 2. Influence of kindness. Acts 9 :36Christian in the prayer-meeting.
Half
our
words
will
have
much
weight
or
42.
li:.t1e, j:tst as our lives bave inspired
his doubts and difficulties will vamsh,
Nov. 3. Influence of weakness. Gen. 3:1-6.
Nov.'4 .. Influence of courage. Acts 27:27confidence.
when it becomes plain to him that
36.
Nov. 5. Influence of holiness. Ex. 32:25-35.
Christ is to-day on trial before the
Nov. 6. Innfluence after death. Reb. 11:
"No man or woman can really be
sinful
and unbelieVing, and that as
1-7.
strong, pure and good witbout tbe
Nov. 7. Topic. Influence: Whytogetit,
one, who knows something In his lahow to get it; how to use it. Deut. 20: 1world being better for it."
VOl', he has been called to the witness
9; Matt. 5:13-16.
stand to tell it. When he realizes
The National Convention of '97 at
these things, he has reached the point
Some times we hear the excuse, "I
Indianapolis opened witb more than
where he is ready to begin to be achave no influence. " A pitiful excuse,
two thousand delegates in attendance,
tive.-The
Lookout.
or a provoking
one: it may come
and others
constantly
coming in
from a sense of inability, or else from
The report of the ForeIgn Christian
laziness.
It is not true in eitber case,
A p!'orniso holds like an anchor
Missionary Society was received with
for the pers,on witbout influence of
when the storm of temptation threatgreat enthusiasm, eight years ago tbe
ens to drive us upon the rocks;
it
some sort has not yet lived. The
mark was set at $100,0000: and this
real question is not so much wbether
Rudies like a rudder when some siren
year it was reacbed for the first time.
of evil wooes us to drift from the true
I have any, but whether it is for good
Last year only 265 E~deavor societies
courlle; it carries us like a sail when
or evil j for it is simply impossible to
contribnted; this year there were 528,
indolenco causes us to desire us to lag
Jive witnout affecting some one. God
more than twice as many. They gave,
has given to each a certain po'wer:
behind the forward movement of onr
this year, $3,350.63; a gain of $1,377.
companions.
But when the fires of
are you going to develop yours and
76. Among our cburches tbere are
zeal are kindled within us by the
make it stronger, or allow it to grow
more than four thousand societies:
rusty for want of use? Will you permemories of Christ, by the reading of
some of these are able to contribute
sist in saying that you have no influthe Word, or by the exhortation
of
liberally j others can give but little j
our fellows, then our promise becomes
ence, and so shirk some duty, and
yet if every society gave but one dolmake tLosearound you wonder whetha mighty propeller which bears us up
lar, see how it would swell tbe total.
against wind and tide, and causes us
er your religion really means anything
And every 80ciety ought certainly 10
to you?
to make headway, no matter
how
give 80me thing for the work; not
rough end opposing the sea ahead of
There lies the why. To be true to
only because the money is needed, but
us. No promise, no performaoce.Christ, the Christian
life must be
for the tlaining, and the good that
The Lookout.
cheerful "nd I:>rave, to encourage j
comes from giving.
strong and true, to lead in the right
"Think what grand meeting is in
OUt· name.
Christians!
Disciples of
direction j and always willing to serve
Cbattanooga has won the convenwhen there is opport nity.
Christ!
What
would
Jesus
have us
tion for '98
This will give many of
do?"-W.
J. Looll.
There
are
faw thoughts
more
our Endeavorers who could not go to
strongly emphasized in the whole BiIndianapolis, an opportunity to attend
ble than this. From the first tempthe greatest gathering of our people.
"We rejoice that the boys and girls
tation through all tbe ages, when good,
Suppose we begin even now to think
who have aided so nobly in this work
brave leaders have kept the people
about going, and try to make it posof reaching the $100,000 water work
close to God, or when wIcked ones
sible.
are to be the chut'ch of to!Uorrow."have led them away, is tbe influence
J. B. Sinder, in Christian Standard.
of men. Think how much Christ spoke
The Christian Woman's Board of
of it: the little lump which should
Missions is sending, to the~ superinEntered at the Postoffice, Nashville,
leaven the whole j the light which
tendents of .Junior societies,- pledge
fenn., as second class matter.
ought to guide other men and glorify
cards for the coming year.
A picture
God; the salt which ought to savor
of the bungalow at Bilaspur, India, the
CHRISTIAN
DEPOSITORY.
the whold world.
first building erected with the chIlLong atter Paul had met Jesns on
dren's offerings, makes the card atGive your children pure Iiterature~
and you will reap pure t,houghtB.
the Damascus road, he found the
tractive: there are spaces for twentyGive them "light" reading, and you
fruits of his old life rising up to hinfive names, and the twelve months:
will reap light thoughts.
der his new work j he knew the mighty
and the words "We promise to pay
power of influence, and that it must
the sum of five cents each per month
Pure Literature, Bibles, Testaments)
be exerted,
though often unconSong Boo);:s, Bible Dictionaries,
all
for mIssions."
With one of tbese
books reviewed in .this column, &c')
sciously.
cards on the wall it will be an easy
&c., can be obtained by writing to the
"Their works do follow them."
matter for the children to see whether
address below.
Somehow, tl:e influence of the dead
their dues are rromptly paid; and it
is very powerful; often more so than
will doubtless be a great help where
The Christian Sunday· School Series
when they ard livin;.
What will
are the BEST.
Write for samplesever it is used.
free upon application.
yours be? Will any be able to look
W M. S. BROADHURST,
back and gather stren~th from your
We are never fit to serve Christ'
163'165 Fourth Ave.,
life? You must leave such a legacy)
P. O. BOX 646.
:.(>nl~VILLF) KY:
until we are willing to fall for bis sake

llliss
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Our Influence.
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CORRESPONDENCE
STUDY.

BIBLE

BY C. J. BURTON, CANTON, MO.

COMPREHENSIVE

COURSE

-

-

L.ESSONS

FROM

THE

POETICAL.

BOOKS.

LESSON

XIII.

THE BOOK OF PROVERBS.

This book is a part of the wisdom literature of
the Hebre.ws, and is composed of various collections
of proverbs.
It is a manual of practical rules of
,life. It is a book of daily lessons for all ages and
states of men and women. The names of the most
prominent authors and collectors are Solomon,
Hezekiah, Agur, and King Lemuel.
The book bas
the following divisions:
I. The value of wisdom, ch. 1-9.
II. The proverbs of Solomon, ch. 10-22: 16.
III. The sayings ofthe wise, ch. 22: 17-24: 34.
IV. A second volume of Solomon'sProverbs,
ch. 25-29.
These were copied by the scribes of
~ing Hezekiah from the remains of the ancient
wisdom.
V. The words of Agur, ch. 30.
VI. The words of King Lemuel, ch. 31: 1-9.
VII. A p0em in praise of thlolvirtuous woman,
ch. 31: 10-31.
QUESTIONS AND ORDER OF WORK.

1. Analyze and give the lessons of each chapter
in the first division, ch. 1-9.
2. What will a "wise man" do?
3. What is a proverb?
4. What is the fear of the Lord?
5. Where does wisdom utter her voice?
6. How may len~th of days and long life be
added to us?
7. Meaning of "be not wise in thine own
eye," ch. 3: 7.
8. Who is the happy man?
9. Where is the curse of the Lord?
10. Why should we get wisdom?
11. Who shall not stumble?
12. What description is given of a strange
woman?
13. What admonitions to the sluggard?
14. What seven things are an abomination to
the Lord?
Why?
15. Give the lessons of each chapter in the
second division, ch. 10-22: 16.
16. About when "'ere the proverbs composed?
17. What is said of a "wise son?"
18. How are the years of the wicked shortened?
19'. What is said of a false balance?
20. What is paid of a talebearer?
21. What is said of h.im that winneth soulH?
22. What is said of the way of a fool?
23. What of him who keepp.th his mouth?
24. What is said of every wise woman?
25 .. What of the backslider?
26. What is it that exalteth a·nation?
27. What of a soft answer?"
~ 28. Why is it better to get wisdom than gold?
29. What is said of a fool's mouth?
30. What is said of wille?
31. What of him who curseth his father or
his mother?
32. What three things are said to be sin III
chapter 21?
. 33. What of a good name?

34. What did the wise man say about child
training?
35. Give the lessons of eavh chapter in the
third division, ch. 22: 17-24: 34.
36. \\ hat is said of the man c1iligent in busin?ss?
37. W~y be not among wine bibbers?
38. Give the lessons of each chapter in the
fourth division, ch. 25-29.
39. Whosl:\ proverbs are all these?
When?
40. What is said of a word fitly spoken?
41. What is said of a man who beareth false
witness against his neighbor?
42. What becomes of him who diggeth a pit?
43. Whose prayer shall be an abom~nation?
44. What occurs, when the righteous are in
authority?
The wicked?
45. What lessons from the words of Agur?
46. What lessons from the words of Lemuel?
47. What lessons do you get from the virtuous woman?
48. What of her worth?
49. How is "he like the merchant's ships1 .
50. What is said of her candle?
51. What was the distaff?
52. Why is she not afraid of the snow?
53. What of her children?
REVIEW:

54. Write an essay of 1000 words on each of
the following subjects:
(1) The life and times of
Samuel.
(2) The life and times of Saul. (3 )
The life and times of David.

Soutbern
Cbristian
CollcQC ==
NASHVlLLE,
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Filfst-Glass College fOlf Young !ladies·
This school opened last September,
thing considered,

made a fine showing.

ngs are in a healthy,

high

and everyThe build-

location, and fhe sur-

roundings are the best. The course is as thorough
as in any of our colleges, with many ad"antages
not possessed by some others. Our Southern brotherhood should investigate the merits of this school
before sending elsewhere.
Second year of the school opens September 14, next
For information, write
G. L. SURBER, President'
Southern Christian College,
Nashville, Tennessee.
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ASTHMA. HAY FEVER, L"GRIPPE.
SORE THROAT. etc. A p()~ltlve preI
v'ntlve
and CURE for all GERM DIS.~;:
~
EASE'!.
Aqulck
cure for Colds.
'l'he
only INHALER In which ct,emlcally pure
r'~ -11ft
~"\~. ~,"'~
Imported crys'als are uEed. The prlncl'
pal medicine for the entire Empire 01
'.
•
Japan.
Used lind praised by over a millIon Americans.
a e minute'S trhl wlll convince you of Its wonderful merit. Endorsed
by leadlnl'( IlDvslchns.
Every one ~uaranteed.
Money refund9d if not fatl_flod.
Wlll
last two YEar,.. and can Le relliled by u, for 20 cents in stamps.
It wUl then be good for
two mor. years.
'l'housands have been sold undpr guarantee.
O-der one now as a lrial.
It speaks for ilsel!.
Show it and it sellsltself.
Price
50 cents, postpaid.
AGENTS
WANTED.
Send 50 cents lor one Inhaler and a.k for wholesale uricea to a"ents.
Address BAPTIST
AND REFLECTOR,
Na.hvllle. Tenn.
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A Magic Cure
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Nashville,

Tenn.

1Masb"ilc Gbattanooga
~ St· ?Louis 1Railwa"
..•..•••.•.········4
t

•• At the Tcrminal Sta tiou in the Centennial Grounds

is one of the most interestin~. instructive, ano costly display!' at the Exposition, and should be seen by
every visitor.
It consists of all artistically arraDged
display of Agricultural Products, Minerals, Timbers,
Valuablc Rc'ics. Curiosities, etc., collected from
points along' the line traveled by this Road, which
p 'netrate~ the m03t fertile and pi9tlle3qlle portion
of the South.
DON'T .~ATL TO SF.F IT.

H. E. PARMER.
THE TINNER

41S~ Deadrick Street, Nashviile,
1.'PDn
Tin and slate roofing,
g'ur.tel'ing, galvanized iron
aDd copper Cornice.
.Job
work. COllntl'Y
work a ~p"('iaJty, psti
nl,•..
t?~ g-iv~l].
S a1isf:\('tion g-u'\l'antf'p.tl.

WHARTON'S INK.

••
"

The €~ibit of the

Trains Leave:
Union Depot, :
• Nashville, Ev- ;
: ery Fifteen :
: Minutes for the:
: Centennial Ter-:
: minal Station. :
: The Quickest:
:and Best Route.:
: Fare, 5 Cents. :
••
••
~
"
~

A sermon preached in the Central
Ohristian Church, Dallas, Texas, Jan.
24, 1897. A tract of fifteen pages,
embodying his reasons for leaving the
Methodist
Church and ministry and
uniting with the Christian Church.
This tract has excit,ed much interest
wherever it has been circulated.
It is
written in clear, convincing style, and
excellent spirit, aud makes an admirable document for general circulation.
The first edition was soon exhausted.
Second Edition now ready.
Single
copy 5 cents ;-12 copies, 25 cents j 100
copies, $1.50. Published and for sale
by the Christiar
Courier Co., Dallas,
Texas.

Writing.
$ .05
.10
.20
.30
.50
1.25

2 oz.
4 oz.
~pt.
1 pt.
1qt.

Gal.

Red.
.10
.20
.30
.50
.75

Copying.
.10
.20
.30
.50
.75
TENN.

NASHVILLE,

...........................................•.

,

"CONVERS/ON:'.-tC>
328 pages,

prepaid,
on, Miss.

By B. F. Manire.
cloth bound.
$1 per copy
Address the Author, Jack-

~Posi1ions
Without Costl

8eBurBd

--~~~

•

lrolest ~otnt :J.8ustness <.roUege,

School of Shorthand, Typewriting and
Penumanship, West PC'int, Miss. Fvery FuU Graduate
Employed.
For
Fine Specim4:.ns of Penmanship
and
5ovdir)g GrEer) Basil ESS G· liEgE
Full Particulars.
address A, A. AnBusiness, Short-hand, Type-writing, Tedrews, Secretary and Treasurer.
G'
legraphy, and Penmansh;p tanght.
Graduates secure positions. :1I3eauttful (5ata ••• A. Macon, President.
logue free. Address
WEST POINT, MISS.
ctberr}2 :1I3r013
•• :1I3owltng (5reen. ~\2.

·EowIer··&··········
£?mn

Sbinn.

All kinds Belting, Pulleys,
Shafting,
Pumps, Injectors, or allY thinK in Machinery iilupplies. Cor. First & Woodland,
N ASHVILLE, IT ENN ESSEE.

A Whaling bark receutly returning
to New York brought, in addition to
its cargo of oil alld whalebone,
a
lump of ambergris weighing eleven
pounds, woNh $320 a pound.
They
took 'u:J.ny whales, but only one had
a etore of this precious commodity.
TIlfl treasure came to them, however,
in the line of their regular duty, aud
sugg~ilts It great truth, that it is to
the man or woman who proceeds with
fidelity un the course of their mission
to whom unexpectod
treasures
are
likely to c;ome: and not to the one
who indifferent to' he prosaic requil'ementa of daily life, is l·)oking for
some unusual and romantic good fortune.
To him that is true in commonplace
days,
God will intrust
greater commission in times of emergency.-Ol\ri8tian
Leader.

EDUCATIONAL.
'I'he 1••,\<lino-S('hool and 'I'eaehpl's' Bureau
of the South ann Southwest is the
NATIONAL

BUREAUOF EDUCATION

J. W. Blair, Prop., suc('('ssor to Miss
Crosthwait and .T. W. Blair, Wileox Build
ing- r.:n!'ln'il1<"
T(-'tln.
~{'nd &tamp for in
fo}·matiotl.

MAKE
MONEY FAST
Selling Cabinet.. Turki.h, Rn•• ian. or

Medicated Baths at bome. No more
Bath Tubs. Renovates your 8yatem,
prevents ObeSi~t cures BHEUMA-

. ;;~M.
t:t':;"lpeMfL'f~~1i:
MA~
COMPLAINTS and

all
Blood Skin, Nerve. LIVER, and
KIDNEY Dla••••e•• Beantifie. the
complexion. Guaranteed. Be.'

HOT
VAPOR
BATH
CABINET
•••••••
'

:1l:.;t%lrJ,
~i~~i~i.':':j~~,!:~
est seller on earth. Wholesale to

'

agenls. Hygienic Bath Calli net
Co., NUhvllle, Tenn.

GOSPEL MBSSHNGmt
Yon may grow wearied over the wealth of wonders to be seen, but, for
hat wearied feeling, ta~e a look at the world -renowned

Tennessee Centennial and
International Exposition.

NASHVILLE,
of the
CHATTANOOGA
PMI""I~$ ~ :BU~~ORItIt
& St.LOUIS RAILWAY.
M'
It'
G.
CO.,
!.~~~~!!.~~~.~~.ry.~~~~:~:.
"'pen IDa}?anll 'Algbt.
illIlarmillIlelcomefor all.

Brt 1Room

DON'T FORGET ITI
By this line you secure the

lid mission fpee as the lIitt You Btteathe.

Staves

of any description.
Oil,
Gasoline, Alcohol, Coal,
Coke or Wood, Heating:or
Cooking.
-

Gb'lna

Glass
WE

,._

The
/0/ '

MAX 1MUM of speed .• safe.ty,com

U l)til Y 00 Get to f'{ astrvi lIe Before B6 viI)g

Wait

of latest shapes.
Each
piece I~testedl before it
leavesj the salesman's
hands.

in daintiest forms and
chaste decorations.
The
plain white for amateurs
in large assortment.

In i'rilliant cuttings, or pretty Tableware at prices that
please. Full line of Lamp
Goods.

__

T'lnmare

· 1es
Bleye

The stylish Steams.ti1e
splendi~ Hall~day, our
own Centennial.
The
low-priced Juveniles.

.

,

Nashv.illeShorthand Institute ~
~ Tennessee B~siness' College
I). €~epp'y i)fl'ttf,

TYPEWmTIN,
BOOKKEEPING
TEltEGRIIPflV,
PENlYIlINSflIP
JIrto JIbb ENGlIISft BnJINGftES TftOnOUGftb Y TJIUGftT.

=:::::os.

truttlon wltbln tbe 'lReacb'of:all!.!.!.
!.!.!.GoollJ:loeltlone for :all illIlben ~uallftell.

~omplete (tourae, 1bomeItke ~on\leniencea.
SplenNb Bpartmenta Blwa\?a <tlean,
~oob :Jl3oarbat IDoberate 1Rat~.
~erfect Satisfaction Given or Money Refunded.

~

CALL OR

MINIMUM

of expen~e, anxiety,
bother, fatigue.
If you are going NORTH or WEST, be
sure to take this line.

WRITE

FOR

Both via new Hollow
Rock Route and the
McKenzine Route between Nashville and Memphis, making
connection at Memphis,t..with all liges to
and from Arkansas,
1 exas and South·
west.

PU LLM AN
PALACE
SLEEPING
CARS

Between M.emphis
a~d Nash.vllle on
NIght Trams.
Between Nashville and
Chattanooga, Knoxville, Washington,
Baltimore, Philadelphia and New York. Between Nashville
and Jacksonville,Florida.daily
year 'round
via Chattanooga,
Atlanta, Macon and
Tifton.
Excursion Tickets on sale during season.
EXCURSION TICKETS

ALeXANDER FALL, rresident.

~

fort, satIsfaction,
THE-

THROUGH
SERVICE

GUARANTEE ALL GOODS WE SELL AND MAKE

~.sela'yfepilrI) ~ulalis~iI)S f.l0use, ii8

-AT

On sale at reduced rates from all points
on this line and connections to Nashville
and return during the continuance of the
Tennessee Centennial and International
Exposition.
IEirFor further information,
Ticket Agents or address

call upon

W. W. KNOX, Nashville, Tenn.
J. L. EDMONDSON,
So. Pass. Agt., Chattanooga,
Tenn.
S. E. HOWELL,
Pass. and Ticket Agen t,
Cor. 9th and Market S15., Chattanooga,
Tenn.
W. L. DAI\LEY,
Gen'l Pass. and Tkt. Agt., Nashville
Tenn.

TERMS.

Nashville, Tennessee.

Paints, Oil and Window Glass
Doors, Blinds and Glazed Windows. ArtIsts,
Mtaerials and Mathe:natical Instruments.

Free tuition.
We give one or more free scholarships in every connty in the U. S. Write us.
m '..
Will accept notes for tnition
,;,-osltlons... or-can deP'?sit money in bank
a
J
until poSItion is secured Car
vuarantt1t1a fare paid. No vacation. EnUnder reasonable ter at any time. Open for both
conditions. . ..
sexes. Cheap board. Send for
free Illustrated
catalogue.
Address J. F. DRAUGHON,Pres't, at either place.

Draughon's ~
Praotioal •••••
Business ••••
NASHVILLE,TENN., AND TWRKANA,

EXlS.

Bookkeeping. Shorthand.
Typewriting,
etc.
The most thorough, practical and progressi""
schools of the kind in the world, and the best
patronz'zed ones in the South. Indorsed by bankers, merchants,
ministers
and others.
Four
weeks in bookkeeping
with us are equal to
twelve weeks by the old plan.
]. F. Draughon,
President, is author of Draughon'S new system
of bookkeeping, "Double Entry Made Easy."
Home study.
We have prepared
for 110me
study, books on bookkeel'ing,
penmanship
and
shorthand.
Write for prIce lIst "Home Study."
Extract.
··PROF. DRAUGHON-! learned bOOkkeepin.&"at home from your books, while holding
a positIon as night telegraph
opet"ator."-c.
E.
LEFFINGWELL, Bookkeeper for Gerber & Ficks,
Wholesale Grocers, South Chicago, Ill.

(Mention thu paper when writing.)

